
Elite Security Services Introduces Home Security Systems with Digital Keypad 

Equipment in Canadian Market 

 

America’s premium home security systems operator Elite Security Services has just 

introduced their popular digital keypad device on the Canadian market. It may be recalled 

that the company started providing their service in Canada just a few months ago. They 

specialize in providing round the clock domestic security for nominal expense.  

 

The popular digital keypad component of the home security systems conceived by Elite 

Security Services is now available in the Canadian market. The company has made 

significant inroads in the American home security industry in the last few months. The 

packages from them are available from an affordable monthly fee of $35.99 only. The 

most noteworthy feature of these packages is the cellular back up and independent battery 

technology. Elite Security has been expanding rapidly throughout Canada and the United 

States with a mission of securing the life and property of homeowners in these two 

countries. The introduction of the digital keypad device in Canada is a significant step in 

the context of their expansion plan in the country. 

 

The addition of the digital keypad gadget to the home security systems was announced 

recently by Mr. Paul Shakuri. In addition to being the owner of Elite Security Services, 

he is also an eminent security consultant with impressive credentials. Announcing the 

significant enhancement, he said, “The digital keypad has been highly appreciated by our 

customers in the United States. We expect it co become equally popular in Canada”. This 

versatile equipment can connect to local paramedics, police and fire departments 

instantly. It can also notify the homeowners on the pager and mobile phone of the 

homeowners if any mishap takes place in their absence. The system is equipped with a 

voice verification technology, too. 

 

The introduction of the digital keypad system has been well appreciated by homeowners 

in Canada. Greg from Halifax expressed his thoughts about Elite Security saying, “I have 

heard that they are a leading security system dealer in America. I am planning to have 

their system installed very soon”. The other important components of the home security 

systems designed by Elite Security Services include highly advanced sensors for doors 

and windows, loud burglar alarm, keychain control unit, motion detectors, and many 

more. The systems are installed by the highly efficient technical team of the company. 

The company officials have confirmed that the company is presently in an expansion 

mode, and a series of enhancements has been planned for the rest of the year.   

 

About the Company: Elite Security Services is an American home security company that 

has done exceedingly well in the United States. They have made an impressive start in 

the Canadian market, too. The company is also an active affiliate of Protect Your Home.    
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Paul Shakuri 

Phone: 800-599-452. 

Website: http://www.YourAlarmNow.com 
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